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Across the Great Plains
April 7- September 10, 1805



A Hopeful Start

“we were now about to penetrate a country at least two thousand miles in 
width, on which the foot of civilized man had never trodden; the good or 
evil it had in store for us was for experiment yet to determine, and these 
little vessells contained every article by which we were to expect to subsist 
or defend ourselves.”
Meriwether Lewis, 7 April 1805

“entertaing as I do, the most confident hope of succeading in a voyage 
which had formed a da[r]ling project of mine for the last ten years, I could 
but esteem this moment of my departure as among the most happy of my 
life. The party are in excellent health and sperits, zealously attached to the 
enterprise, and anxious to proceed; not a whisper of murmur or discontent 
to be heard among them, but all act in unison, and with the most perfect 
harmony.”
Meriwether Lewis, 7 April 1805
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Views of “immence quantities of game”

7 April 1805: Corps sets off in dugout canoes constructed at Fort Mandan

17 April: “we saw immence quantities of game in every direction around us 
as we passed up the river; consisting of herds of Buffaloe, Elk, and Antelopes 
with some deer and woolves.” (Lewis)

15 July: “the musquetoes continue to infest us in such manner that we can 
scarcely exist; for my own part I am confined by them to my bier at least 3/4ths of 
my time. . . . they are so numerous that we frequently get them in our thrats as we 
breath.”



. . . and One They Were ”anxious to meet”

“the men as well as ourselves are anxious to meet with some of these 
bear.”

Meriwether Lewis, 13 April 1805

“the Indians may well fear this anamal equiped as they generally are with 
their bows and arrows or indifferent fuzees, but in the hands of skillful 
riflemen they are by no means as formidable or dangerous as they have 
been represented.”

Meriwether Lewis, 29 April 1805

“it was a most tremendious looking animal, and extreemly hard to kill 
notwithstanding he had five balls through his lungs and five others in 
various parts he swam more than half the distance acoss the river to a 
sandbar & it was at least twenty minutes before he died . . . . We had no 
means of weighing this monster; Capt. Clark thought he would weight 
500 lbs. for my own part I think the estimate too small by 100 lbs. he 
measured 8 Feet 7 ½ Inches from the nose to the extremety of the hind 
feet . . .”

Meriwether Lewis, 29 April 1805

“I find that the curiossity of our party is pretty well satisfyed with 
rispect to this animal . . .”
Meriwether Lewis, 6 May 1805
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Charbonneau, the Goat
“It happened unfortunately for this evening that 
Charbono was at the helm of this Perogue . . . 
Charbono cannot swim and is perhaps the most 
timid waterman in the world . . . . Charbono still 
crying to his god for mercy, had not yet recollected 
the rudder and do his duty, nor could the repeated 
orders of the Bowsman, Cruzat, bring him to his 
recollection untill he threatend to shoot him
istantly if he did not take hold of the rudder and do 
his duty . . .”
Meriwether Lewis, 16 May 1805

Sacagawea, the Hero
“the Indian woman to whom I ascribe 
equal fortitude and resolution, with any 
person onboard at the time of the acedent, 
caught and preserved most of the light 
articles which were washed overboard.”
Meriwether Lewis, 16 May 1805
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Decision Point
“An interesting question was now to be determined; which of these rivers was the Missouri . . . . to mistake the 
stream at this period of the season . . . would not only loose us the whole of this season but would probably so 
dishearten the party that it might defeat the expedition altogether.”

Meriwether Lewis, 3 June 1805



The “grandest sight I ever beheld”

“. . . from the reflection of the sun on 
the spray or mist which arrises from 
these falls there is a beatifull
rainbow produced which adds not a 
little to the beauty of this 
majestically grand senery. after 
wrighting this imperfect discription I 
again viewed the falls and was so 
much disgusted with the imperfect 
idea which it conveyed of the scene 
that I determined to draw my pen 
across it and begin agin. . .”
Meriwether Lewis, 13 June 1805
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For Lewis and the rest of the Corps, however, the 
Great Falls were not merely a spectacle to be 
enjoyed; they were an obstacle to be overcome. They 
would have to portage their boats around them. This 
Lewis had expected. What he had not expected were 
four other falls behind Great Falls.

This portage, which Lewis had expected to take half a 
day, wound up costing the Corps three weeks.



Portaging the Falls

“the prickly pears were extreemly
troublesome to us sticking our feet 
through our mockersons.” 
Meriwether Lewis, 22 June 1805
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“at every halt these poor fellows 
tumble down and are so much 
fortigued that many of them are 
asleep in an instant.” 
Meriwether Lewis, 22 June 1805

“In the afternoon a dreadful hail 
storm came on, which lasted half an 
hour.  Some of the lumps of ice that 
fell weighed 3 ounces, and measured 
7 inches in circumference.” 
Patrick Gass, 27 June 1805



“A Horse, a Horse . . .”

“ we begin to feel considerable anxiety with rispect to 
the Snake Indians. if we do not find them or some other nation who 
have horses I fear the successfull issue of our voyage will be very 
doubtfull or at all events much more difficult in it's accomplishment. . . . 
however I still hope for the best . . .”
Meriwether Lewis, 27 July 1805
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Hope

“

.”                                                 
Meriwether Lewis, 12 August 1805

Dashed

“

.”
Meriwether Lewis, 12 August 1805



At Last, the Shoshones

“these men then advanced and embraced 
me very affectionately in their way which 
is by puting their left arm over you wright 
shoulder clasping your back, while they 
apply their left cheek to yours and 
frequently vociforate the word ah-hi-
e, ah-hi-e that is, I am much pleased, I am 
much rejoiced. bothe parties now 
advanced and we wer all carresed and 
besmeared with their grease and paint till 
I was heartily tired of the national hug.”
Meriwether Lewis, 13 August 1805
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Over the Mountains & 
Down the Columbia
September 11, 1805-March 22, 1806
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Over the Bitterroots

”Some places So Steep and 
rockey that Some of our horses 
fell backwards and roled 20 or 
30 feet among the rocks, but 
did not kill them.”                      
John Ordway, 15 September 1805

“the Mountains continue as fer
as our eyes could extend. they 
extend much further than we 
expeted. we proceeded on . . . ”

John Ordway, 18 September 1805

“I find myself growing weak for 
the want of food and most of the 
men complain of a similar 
deficiency and have fallen off 
very much”
Meriwether Lewis, 21 September 1805
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Deliverance
“the pleasure I now felt in having tryumphed over the Rocky Mountains and 
decending once more to a level and fertile country where there was every 
rational hope of finding a comfortable subsistence for myself and party can 
be more readily conceived than expressed . . .”
Meriwether Lewis, 22 September 1805

. . . And Dyspepsia
”Capt Lewis Scercely able to ride on a jentle horse which was furnishd by 
the Chief, Several men So unwell that they were Compelled to lie on the 
Side of the road for Some time others obliged to be put on horses. I gave 
rushes Pills to the Sick this evening.”
William Clark, 24 September 1805
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Back on the Water
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The Falls of the Columbia

“By the standards of today’s canoeists, this was a Class V rapid, meaning it 
could not be run even in a modern canoe specially designed for whitewater. The 
natives, expert canoeists themselves, did not believe Lewis and Clark could do it 
in their big, heavy dugouts. They gathered by the hundreds along the banks to 
watch the white men drown themselves, and to be ready to help themselves to 
the abandoned equipment afterward. But, to the astonishment of the Indians, 
the Americans made the run without incident.”
Stephen Ambrose, Undaunted Courage



Approaching the Pacific

“For nearly three weeks, pinned down by storms and high waves among the 
rocks and driftwood, they huddled near the river's mouth, a few miles from 
the ocean they had crossed a continent to behold.”
Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis & Clark: An Illustrated History

“Our officers named this Cape Cape disappointment on account of not 
finding Vessells there.”
Joseph Whitehouse, 18 November 1805
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Fort Clatsop

November 24: All travelers—

including York and Sacagawea—

vote on where to camp for winter

December 30: Crew finishes 

building Fort Clatsop

January 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . : “rain,” 

“rained,” “rain,” “Small Showers of 

rain and hail as usal”

The Corps of Discovery spent 106 

days at Fort Clatsop.

It rained on 94 of them.
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. . . and Back
March 23-September 23, 1806



Back over the Bitterroots

“This mountain we ascended about 3 miles when we found ourselves 
invelloped in snow from 8 to 12 feet deep even on the South Side of the 
mountain . . . I with great difficulty prosued the direction of the road one 
mile further to the top of the mountain where I found the Snow from 12 to 15 
feet deep, but fiew trees with the fairest exposure to the Sun; here was 
Winter with all it's rigors; the air was Cold my hands and feet were 
benumed.” 
William Clark, 17 June 1806
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Clark Takes in Patients “On the westbound 
journey, Clark had done a good 
deal of doctoring among the Nez 
Perces. One of those he had 
medicated had 'never ceased to 
extol the virtues of our 
medicines and the skill of my 
friend Captain Clark as a 
phisician.' Ointments and salves 
now proved powerful agents as 
dozens of ailing Nez 
Perces began to line up for 
consultations with 'their favorite 
phisician.’”
James P. Ronda, Lewis and Clark 
Among the Indians

“Lewis doubted the efficacy 
of Clark's medicine chest but 
justified 'this deception for they 
will not give us any provision 
without compensation in 
merchandize and our stock is now 
reduced to a mere handful.” 
James P. Ronda, Lewis and Clark Among 
the Indians



Run-ins with Tribes
“a few men were absolutely necessary at any rate 
to guard our baggage from the Wah-clel-lars who 
crouded about our camp in considerable 
numbers. these are the greates theives and 
scoundrels we have met with. . . . I hope that the 
friendly interposition of this chief may prevent our 
being compelled to use some violence with these 
people; our men seem well disposed to kill a few 
of them. . . . three of this same tribe of villains 
the Wah-clel-lars stole my dog this evening, and 
took him towards their village.”
Meriwether Lewis, 11 April 1806

“I detected a fellow in stealing an iron socket of 
a canoe pole and gave him several severe blows 
and mad the men kick him out of camp.  I now 
informed the indians that I would shoot the first 
of them that attempted to steal an article from 
us. that we were not affraid to fight them, 
that I had it in my power at that moment to kill 
them all and set fire to their houses, but it was 
not my wish to treat them with severity 
provided they would let my property alone.”
Meriwether Lewis, 21 April 1806
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”R Fields as he seized his gun stabed the indian to 
the heart with his knife the fellow ran about 15 
steps and fell dead . . . . being nearly out of breath I 
could pursue no further, I called to them as I had 
done several times before that I would shoot them if 
they did not give me my horse and raised my gun, 
one of them jumped behind a rock and
spoke to the other who turned around and stoped at 
the distance of 30 steps from me and I shot him 
through the belly . . .”
Meriwether Lewis, 27 July 1806

“Concerned that a Blackfeet war party would 
soon be on their heels seeking revenge, they 
rode as hard and as fast as they could for the 
next twenty-four hours straight.

After 120 miles, they reached the Missouri. 

Miraculously, at that very moment the 
combined expedition groups from the 
Beaverhead and the Great Falls rounded a 
bend in their canoes. Lewis's party jumped 
off their horses and into the dugouts.” 
Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis & Clark : An 
Illustrated History



Heading for Home

August 12, 1806: Lewis writes his last journal 
entry of the expedition.
August 14, 1806: Corps returns to Mandan 
village.  Sacagawea, Charbonneau, and Jean 
Baptiste will remain here.
August 16: John Colter receives a discharge.
August 17: Chief Sheheke (“Big White”) joins 
Corps to visit United States.
September 20: Corps spots a cow.
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Back at Last
“at 11 A. M. we met a Captain McClellin late a Capt. of Artily of the U 
States Army assending in a large boat. this gentleman an acquaintance 
of my friend Capt. Lewis was Somewhat astonished to See us return 
and appeared rejoiced to meet us . . . this Gentleman informed us that we 
had been long Since given out by the people of the U S Generaly and 
almost forgotten . . .the President of the U. States had yet hopes of us.” 
William Clark, 17 September 1806



Mission (Partly) Accomplished

“St. Louis. September 23rd, 1806. [Mr. 
President], It is with pleasure that I anounce
to you the safe arrival of myself and party at 
12 OClk. today. . . . In obedience to your 
orders we have penitrated the Continent of 
North America to the Pacific Ocean.”
Meriwether Lewis, letter to Thomas Jefferson
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Legacy
September 23, 1806-today



Specimens

“Lewis took pains to describe each of them 
[plants and animals] as carefully as 
possible. . . . Plants were collected, dried, 
pressed, and stored away to be brought 
back to Jefferson. Dead animals were 
measured, weighed, skinned, and 
dissected, and their hides, horns, and 
skeletons preserved. A few were stuffed, 
by means of taxidermy techniques 
recommended by the President. And 
some were captured and sent back alive.” 
Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis & Clark : An 
Illustrated History

“In all, the Corps of Discovery recorded for 
science some 178 plants and 122 animals 
that previously had not been 
described. Among them were flora and 
fauna that have come to symbolize the 
West: the antelope, coyote, mountain 
goat, and bighorn sheep; the lodgepole and 
the ponderosa pine, the Pacific yew and the 
Sitka spruce; the steelhead and the 
cutthroat trout; the prairie dog and the 
grizzly bear.” 
Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis & Clark : An 
Illustrated History
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Journals
Lewis and Clark were “the writingest explorers of 
their time. They wrote constantly and 
abundantly, afloat or ashore, legibly and illegibly, 
and always with an urgent sense of purpose.”
Donald Jackson, quoted in Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated 
History

“In a multistyled language as distinctive as those 
that characteristically identify ancient epics, they 
tell a heroic story of a people's struggles through 
a wilderness and the return home.”
Frank Bergon, “Wilderness Aesthetics,” Lewis and Clark: 
Legacies, Memories, and New Perspectives
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Maps
“Though not formally trained in cartography, he had a 
natural genius for it and turned out to be superb at 
mapmaking. Each day of the journey west, he had taken 
compass readings at every bend of the river or twist of the trail 
and used dead reckoning to note the mileage from point to 
point. These daily 'courses and distances' were transferred to 
different sheets of paper . . . and then transferred again onto 
larger strip maps that marked distinct sections of the journey.” 
Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History
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Settlement and Commerce

“A series of dams, built to prevent flooding and to provide 
irrigation and hydroelectricity, has turned much of the 
Missouri into more lake than river. . . . The same goes for 
the Columbia. Celilo Falls, the Long and Short Narrows, 
the Cascades . . . are now entombed under reservoirs.”  
Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History

“In being first, then, the Corps of Discovery was also the 
last. They saw the West as it was before the rest of their 
nation followed them across the continent—and changed 
it forever.”

Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History
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Devastation to Native Americans

“In 1837, smallpox--brought upriver by an American 
trading boat--swept through the crowded villages of 
Mandans and Hidatsas, who dared not disperse onto 
the prairies for fear of the Lakota war parties camped 
nearby. Nine out of ten of them died from the 
disease. Farther upriver, the Blackfeet were also 
decimated by the same sickness.”                              
Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History

“We were happy when [the white man] first 
came. We first thought he came from the light, but 
he comes like the dusk of the evening now, not like 
the dawn of the morning. .  . . 
Had Heaven's Chief burned him with some mark to 
refuse him, we might have refused him. No; we did 
not refuse him in his weakness. In his poverty we fed 
we cherished him--yes, befriended him. . . . [But] he 
has filled graves with our bones. 
How often does he come? You know he comes as 
long as he lives, and takes more and more, and 
dirties what he leaves.”
Charlot, Salish Chief, quoted in Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History
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Lessons and Inspirations
“What Lewis and Clark and the men of the Corps of Discovery 
had demonstrated is that there is nothing that people cannot 
do if they get themselves together and act as a team.”

Stephen Ambrose, ”Friends,” Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History

“The indian woman, who has been of great service to me as a 
pilot through this country, recommends a gap in the mountains 
more south, which I shall cross.”
William Clark, 13 July 1805
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Life After the Expedition: Meriwether Lewis

“He started drinking too much, and then compounded that 
affliction with heavy doses of opium, originally taken to combat 
malaria.”

Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History

“Throughout it all, despite Jefferson’s prodding, he did not even 
begin writing the report on the expedition he had promised a 
publisher and that the public eagerly awaited. After a while, he 
stopped answering Jefferson’s letters.”

Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History

“‘O! I fear the weight of his mind has overcome him.”

William Clark, quoted in Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History
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Life After the Expedition: William Clark

“The Indians called him ‘the Red-Headed Chief,’ and 
considered him their friend. He was sorry, he wrote Jefferson 
in the 1820s, that there wasn’t more he could do for them.”

Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History

“Mountain men, explorers, and travelers paid him visits on their 
way through St. Louis. He gave them advice and incorporated 
their findings into an even more detailed map of the West, 
considered by historians to be ‘a cartographic masterpiece.”

Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History
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Life After the Expedition:
Sacagawea and Jean Baptiste
1809: Clark takes in Jean Baptiste

1812: Sacagawea bears a daughter, Lisette

1812: Sacagawea contracts a fever and dies

1823: Jean Baptiste meets Prince Wilhelm

1846-1847: Jean Baptiste serves a scout for Mormon expedition

1866: Jean Baptiste contracts pneumonia and dies



“We proceeded on.”
The Corps of Discovery
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